Introduction
A recursive Boolean algebra B = (FB, +B, "8, 08, 18) consists of a recursive subset F8 of the natural numbers ~1 called the field of B, partial recursive operations +8 (join), "8 (meet), -8 (complement), plus distinguished elements 08 and 18 of FB which are the zero and one of B respectively. We let Aut(B) denote the group of automorphisms of B and Autr(B) denote the group of recursive automorphisms of B, i.e., those automorphisms of B which are partial recursive functions. For any x e B, we let B Ix denote the recursive B.A.
determined by x. That is, Fstx = {Y • FBly <~nx} where y---<sx iff x "BY =Y, the operations +stx and "stx are the restrictions of +8 and "n respectively, -stxY is defined to be x-By, 08tx=08, and 18tx =x. Given two recursive B.A.'s/31 and B2 we write B1 ~ B2 if B1 is isomorphic to B2 and B1 =, B2 if B~ is recursively isomorphic to/32, i.e., if there is a partial recursive isomorphism from B1 onto B2. 
